
 
 
 
 
 
LUMSA UNIVERSITY 

 
Research office 

Via delle Fosse di Castello 7, 00193 Rome, Italy  
 
 

 
 
ANNEX – APPLICATION FORM 
 
I, the undersigned________________________________________________________________ 

born in ____________________________________ ( province__________ ) on _________________ 

________________________________ Sex    F       M     

And residing in _______________________________________________( province__________ )  

Postal code__________ address______________________________  

Phone1 _______ / ______________; phone2 ______/__________________; 

E.mail ___________________@__________________ 

Fiscal code (only for italian residents) ________________________________________________ 

 

ASK 

 

To participate in the Public Call for the admission to the International Ph.D. Programme 

(double-degree) in Contemporary Humanism (XXXIII cycle) 

 
I, the undersigned, aware of the penalties under art. 76 of D.P.R. n. 445/2000 far mendacious  

statements and the production or the use of false acts, declares under my own responsibility: 
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To be born in _____________________________(state___________) on 

________________________ 

to be a 

citizen________________________________________________________________________ 

to enjoy civil and political rights; 

to be aware not to be subjected to criminal proceedings and to have no criminal convictions; 

to be in possession of the following qualifications___________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

awarded  by____________________________ on__________________ with mark________________ 

to be in possession of the admission requirements pursuant art. 4 of this comparative evaluation 

procedure;  

I, the undersigned, am willing to be interviewed: 

      at the venue; 

      video conference (specify the reasons for the request) ____________________________________ 

 

ATTACHED TO THIS APPLICATION FORM: 

1. a certificate of the degree(s) obtained with the indication of the date on which they were 

achieved, the name of the awarding university and exam transcript (or a self-certification). If the 

title(s) were obtained abroad, a certificate of equivalence duly translated and recognized by the 

competent authorities must also be attached; 

2. self-certification of other foreign languages known besides the mother tongue (minimum B2 level 

in the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages. Official languages 

certifications will be given preference). 

3. a detailed curriculum vitae et studiorum in English and duly signed; 
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4. certification of any other qualifications, such as postgraduate and advanced specialization 

degrees, obtained in Italy and/or abroad; a copy of any other qualifications considered useful for 

the purposes of the comparative evaluation; 

5. a list of publications deemed useful for the purposes of comparative evaluation, and a list thereof 

on unstamped paper; 

6. a motivation letter in English explaining the candidate’s research interests and outlining the main 

ideas for a research project, specifying the chosen curriculum (research path); the background, 

aim, and scope of the proposed research project (research topic); the preferred host university 

where the candidate would like to spend a 12 month research period (this is not binding, 

however); 

7. two reference letters in Italian or in English; 

8. copy of an identification document, duly signed by the holder; 

9. copy of the fiscal code (for Italian residents only); 

10. receipt of payment for the application fee of 50.00 euro (not refundable), to be paid by bank 

transfer to LUMSA C/O UBI Banca S.p.A., IBAN IT 57 B 03111 03226 000000005620, 

BIC/SWIFT BLOPIT22 

 

I, the undersigned, hereby give my explicit consent/dissent for the diffusion and communication  of 

personal data to third parties, unconnected with  the selection procedure, in respect to D. LGS. 

196/2003 and subsequent amendments. 

 

(City)______________, (Date) ___________________ 

 

(Signature)__________________________ 
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